Spa Mukul at Mukul Beach, Golf & Spa at Guacalito de la Isla, Nicaragua

The Professional's Choice

LUXURY SPA EQUIPMENT

Why choose Oakworks ®?
MADE IN THE USA
Since 1977, when my wife Linda
and I made all of our tables by hand
in the commune where we started
Oakworks®, we have always understood
the importance of US manufacturing.
Back then, Oakworks® allowed us to
work close to nature, with our little
Jeff Riach, CEO solar heated shop and organic gardens
outside our door. We spent seven years living off the
land, had two children, and developed a view of life
and values that were different than most. We came
to understand that we are all connected to the land
and to each other, we have a responsibility to nurture
all. This sense of connection and responsibility is
reflected in our commitment to US manufacturing,
the environment, our customers, and our employees.
We invite you to visit us in Pennsylvania and tour our
factory.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
Our design philosophy is really quite simple; build
beautiful products that support therapist’s ergonomic
health and client’s comfort while insuring good value
through high quality construction. Beauty is in the eye
of the beholder, and within this catalog we are sure you
will see something that catches your eye. Ergonomics
are critical to insure that your therapists deliver their
best work, day after day, all day long. High quality
construction is both environmental and customer

imperative. We strive to deliver the highest quality
products built to withstand the demands of any spa.
We know that products that are built to last don’t end
up in landfills and we build products that are designed
to be repaired if necessary, not thrown away.

RESPONSIBLE FOREST MANAGEMENT
Since our inception in 1977, we have maintained a
strong commitment to both the environment and
our employees. We make products that are built to
last while having the least amount of impact on the
environment as possible. We are Global Cooling
Partners with Trees for the Future and have financed
the planting of over 500,000 trees, completely offsetting
our carbon footprint in recent years. We are a Forest
Stewardship Council™ Certified plant, following their
high standards that ensure we use woods harvested in
responsible ways. Our Pennsylvania manufacturing
facility meets or exceeds all EPA and OSHA standards
for safe working conditions and we have developed
many unique ergonomic work stations to insure our
employees’ health.

QUALITY POLICY
It is Oakworks® policy to provide world class products and
services which consistently meet or exceed our customers’
expectations. We will maintain the effectiveness of our
Quality Management Systems and monitor and measure
them in a pursuit of continuous improvement.
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“

We have been consulting on the
design and development of spas
across the country for more than
ten years; we have recommended
Oakworks® tables exclusively
for the last eight years. We know
that their tables are the best in
the industry and have placed
them in grand hotel spas, high
end medical spas, and small
practices of individual therapists
and estheticians. They report
that their table exceeds their
expectations and that their clients
often comment on the exceptional
comfort and luxury of their table.
STEPHANIE FOY, Owner
Spa Resources

”

The ultimate in luxury, the Celesta®'s exquisite contemporary design, superior comfort and fully electric functionality will
transform the spa experience from the mundane to the extraordinary. The combination of great guest experience and
superior functionality is the reason it is found in 5 Star Hotel Spas around the world.

•
•
•
•

fully electric lift and top
multi-function foot control
hot towel cabi ready
many options for customization

Shown here with Electric Salon top, Clay
fabric & optional Cherry stain, Signature
Tambour doors, Universal Table Extender
& Adjustable Side Arm Rests.
see page 32
TOP & PADDING OPTIONS | 29" (74cm) flat top only or 31" (79cm) widths | 73" (185cm) length
Electric Salon

Flat

4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ standard,
6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ standard,
6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

table specifications

LIFT SYSTEM

4 Electric Motors

HEIGHT RANGE

(with 4" Aero•Cel padding)

25”- 37” (64-94cm)

™

WEIGHT CAPACITY

500 lbs. (227kg)

FABRIC

TerraTouch

™

options

key features
• Hot Towel Cabi ready

• Cabinet

• Multi-function foot control

• CE marked

• Electrical outlet

Door Designs

Hand Control

Wood Finishes

International
Voltages

see pages 28-32 for options; see pages 36-39 for accessories
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see all doonr
options o
page 29

Shown here with Electric Salon top,
Butter fabric & optional Walnut stain,
Signature Frame and Panel Grass Pattern
Acrylic doors, Universal Table Extender &
Adjustable Side Arm Rests. Also shown
with optional Hot Towel Cabi.

electric
lift system

Electrical Outlet
inside the cabinet

The quiet, powerful lifting system gives you the
classic look of fine furniture and the function
you need for the best guest experience. The
multi-function foot control makes adjustments
during treatments a breeze.
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Choose from 4 Standard Door Styles

Hot Towel Cabi Ready

Frame and Panel Wood Style doors
shown in Natural finish.

Place your hot towel cabi in the
side of the table.

The Clinician™ Premiere features fine handmade furniture construction that sets Oakworks® Spa Tables
apart from the rest. It offers the perfect blend of beauty, function and value. Whether your décor reflects
classic or modern tastes, molding options ensure that your table will match your spa’s unique style.

•
•
•
•

quiet, electric/hydraulic lift
multi-function foot control
hot towel cabi ready
many options for customization

Shown here with Electric Salon top, Modern Molding,
Espresso fabric and optional Golden Oak stain, Signature
One Piece Leaf Pattern Acrylic doors, Universal Table
Extender & Adjustable Side Arm Rests.

see all doonr
options o
page 29

see page 32
TOP & PADDING OPTIONS | 29" (74cm) or 31" (79cm) widths | 73" (185cm) length
Electric Salon

4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ standard,
6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

table specifications

Flat

4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ standard,
6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

key features

options

LIFT SYSTEM

Electric/Hydraulic

• Hot Towel Cabi ready

• Cabinet

HEIGHT RANGE

25"-35" (63-89cm)

• Multi-function foot control

• Safety keyswitch

WEIGHT CAPACITY

500 lbs. (227kg)

• Electrical outlet

• cETLus listed

FABRIC

TerraTouch™

• Modern or
Colonial molding

• CE marked

(with 4" Aero•Cel padding)
™

Door Designs

Hand Control

Wood Finishes

International
Voltages

see pages 28-32 for options; see pages 36-39 for accessories
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Shown here with Flat top, Colonial Molding, Standard One
Piece Slotted Wood doors, Earth fabric & optional Bone lacquer,
QuickLock™ face rest platform & Boiance™ face rest crescent.

Shown here with Electric Salon top, Modern Molding,
Pewter fabric & optional Bone lacquer, Signature One
Piece Arctic White Solid Surface doors, Universal Table
Extender & Adjustable Side Arm Rests.

distinctive beauty, timeless quality

electric/hydraulic lift system

Modern Molding Design

Our new system is quieter than ever, easily lifting 500 lbs.
Combined with the standard multi-function foot control, you
have the ability to easily adjust the table during treatments.

Shown in Golden Oak stain
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Colonial Molding Design
Shown in Natural finish

The Clinician™ Series was designed to meet just about everyone’s needs, especially when budget is a priority.
The Clinician™ Series comes standard with a storage shelf and the optional cabinet upgrade allows you to
create exactly the look you want while staying in budget.

• 3 lift systems
• 3 top options
• shelf and door options

ELECTRIC/HYDRAULIC

lift system

Foot control
standard!
Shown here with Lift-Assist Salon top, Taupe fabric,
Natural finish & optional Cabinet with Standard Frame and Panel
Wood doors, Universal Table Extender & Adjustable Side Arm Rests.

see all doonr
options o
page 29

see page 32
TOP & PADDING OPTIONS | 29" (74cm) or 31" (79cm) widths | 73" (185cm) length
Lift-Assist Backrest

Lift-Assist Salon

3" (8cm) Plush standard,
4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ 6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ standard,
6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

table specifications

LIFT SYSTEMS

Electric/Hydraulic,
Manual/Hydraulic,
Adjustable

HEIGHT RANGE

24"-36" (61-92cm)

WEIGHT CAPACITY

500 lbs. (227kg),
550 lbs.** (250kg)

FABRIC

TerraTouch

(with 4" Aero•Cel™ padding)

**Clinician

key features

Flat

3" (8cm) Plush standard,
4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ 6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

• Hot Towel Cabi ready

• Safety keyswitch*

• Electrical outlet*

• cETLus listed*

• Storage shelf

• CE marked*

• Colonial molding

options

Optional Cabinet
with Door Designs

International
Voltages*

Wood Finishes

3 Lift Systems

Hand Control*

™

Adjustable only

* Electric/hydraulic

model only

see pages 28-32 for options; see pages 36-39 for accessories
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MANUAL/HYDRAULIC

lift system

This hybrid system replaces the electric motor of the
electric/hydraulic system with a fold away crank handle
that easily lifts your client to the desired height. A great
choice where electricity is problematic.

Shown here with Lift-Assist Backrest top, Seafoam
fabric & optional Walnut stain & Cabinet with
Standard One Piece Frosted Acrylic doors.

lift-assist salon & backrest tops

Lift-Assist

This easy to use system makes it possible
to adjust the table even when your guest
is on the table. The powerful gas cylinders
are controlled by easy to reach finger
controls that lock the table securely in
place after movement.

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

ADJUSTABLE

lift system
550 lb. weight capacity
Our most economical
system, the adjustable
leg system utilizes a
single knob per leg that
securely locks the table
at the chosen height.
**

Shown here with Flat top, Heron fabric, Natural finish, Storage shelf &
optional QuickLock™ face rest platform & Boiance™ face rest crescent.
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OAKWORKS

®

LIFE ENHANCING MINIMALISM

Clodagh Series

Clodagh passionately believes that good
design supports well-being and that it can
transform people’s lives. Clodagh’s design
mantra is cleanse, clarify, contemplate, and
create. She leaves nothing extraneous or
superfluous, and all irritants are designed
out. Yet, all the essentials are included;
textured, sensuous and warm.
To learn more, visit www.clodagh.com

Sasanqua Spa | Kiawah Island, NC

The White Horse Spa | County Clare, Ireland

Miraval Resort & Spa | Tuscon, AZ
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Oakworks® is proud to have been chosen by Clodagh to bring her designs to life. The
Gemini is her flagship bed, with a combination of simplicity and functionality that has
made it the choice of top spas in the world. Featuring Oakworks® unique 4 electric
motor system and electric salon top, the guest experience is unparalleled.

• fully electric lift and top
• multi-function foot control
• hot towel cabi ready

Storage Shelf

Shown here with Electric Salon top, Opal fabric &
optional Walnut stain, Universal Table Extender,
Adjustable Side Arm Rests & Clodagh door design
(no other door options available).

Electrical Outlet

Hot Towel Cabi Ready

see page 32
TOP & PADDING OPTIONS | 29" (74cm) or 31" (79cm) widths | 73" (185cm) length
Electric Salon

4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ standard,
6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

Flat

4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ standard,
6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

table specifications key features
LIFT SYSTEM

4 Electric Motors

HEIGHT RANGE

(with 4" Aero•Cel padding)

25"-37" (63-94cm)

™

WEIGHT CAPACITY

500 lbs. (227kg)

FABRIC

TerraTouch™

options

• Hot Towel Cabi ready

• Cabinet

• Multi-function foot control

• CE marked

• Electrical outlet

Wood Finishes

International
Voltages

Hand Control

see pages 28-32 for options; see pages 36-39 for accessories
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The Clodagh Leo is a cutting edge design crafted with the simplicity and functionality
Clodagh is known for. The wood shelf, coupled with welded one piece frame construction
creates a truly unique aesthetic.

• quiet, electric/hydraulic lift
• electric salon top
• multi-function foot control

Shown here with Electric Salon top, Coal fabric,
Satin Black powder coating finish & optional
Ebony lacquer shelf, Universal Table Extender
& Adjustable Side Arm Rests.

electric/hydraulic lift system
Our new system is quieter than ever, easily lifting 500 lbs. Combined with the
standard multi-function foot control, you have the ability to easily adjust the
table during treatments.

see page 32
TOP & PADDING OPTIONS | 29" (74cm) or 31" (79cm) widths | 73" (185cm) length

Shown here with Dove Gray
powder coating & shelf in
Natural finish.

Electric Salon

4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ standard,
6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

table specifications
LIFT SYSTEM

Electric/Hydraulic

HEIGHT RANGE

25"-35" (63-89cm)

(with 4" Aero•Cel™ padding)

WEIGHT CAPACITY

500 lbs. (227kg)

FABRIC

TerraTouch

™

key features
• Multi-function foot control

• Safety keyswitch

• Storage shelf

• cETLus listed

• Dove Gray or Satin Black
powder coating finish

• CE marked

*on shelf only

options
Wood Finishes*
International
Voltages

see pages 28-32 for options; see pages 36-39 for accessories
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• electric lift system
• 2 unique leg designs
• backrest or flat top

The Clodagh Virgo is almost whimsical, with a choice of butcher block legs or industrial spring legs.
This simple design offers basic functionality and a chance to make a statement!

Custom Leg Options
Foot control
standard!

Shown here with Flat top, Earth fabric, Butcher
Block leg design & optional QuickLock™ face
rest & Boiance™ face rest crescent.

Butcher Block

Spring Leg
does not act like spring

electric lift system

Our new system is quieter than ever, easily lifting 400 lbs.
Combined with the standard multi-function foot control, you
have the ability to easily adjust the table during treatments.
see page 32
TOP & PADDING OPTIONS | 29" (74cm) or 31" (79cm) widths | 73" (185cm) length
Wave Backrest

4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ standard,
6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

Flat

4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ standard,
6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

10" range!
(25cm)

table specifications

key features options

LIFT SYSTEM

1 Electric Motor

HEIGHT RANGE

24"-34" (61-86cm)

WEIGHT CAPACITY

400 lbs. (182kg)

• Cutting edge designs

FABRIC

TerraTouch

• Great price

(with 4" Aero•Cel™ padding)

™

Legs & base remain stationary as
top moves to adjust table height!

• 2 leg designs
• Foot control

Wood Finishes
International
Voltages

• CE marked

see pages 28-32 for options; see pages 36-39 for accessories
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Shown here with Flat top, Coal
fabric & Spring leg design.

The Clodagh Libra is the answer to insuring maximum room usage. Spa treatments, massages,
pedicures and manicures can all happen in the same room, at the same time! The massage bed
converts to a pedi spa throne in seconds, allowing you the flexibility to book any treatment in the
same room and to offer multiple services at one time.

•
•
•
•

quiet electric/hydraulic lift
electric backrest & sliding seat
multi-function hand & foot control
plumbed or unplumbed versions

Height adjustment foot control &
multi-function hand control standard!

Includes QuickLock™ face
rest platform, Boiance™ face
rest crescent & Manicure Arm
Rests. Shown here in Pure White

fabric & shelf in Natural finish.

Treatment Table
Close the pedi spa section and use as a massage
bed or backrest table for spa treatments.

table specifications
LIFT SYSTEM

Electric/Hydraulic

HEIGHT RANGE

(with 4" Aero•Cel padding)
™

TOP

25"-33" (63-84cm)
30" W x 77" L
(76cm W x 196cm L)

WEIGHT CAPACITY

500 lbs. (227kg)

FABRIC

TerraTouch™

key features

• Electric sliding
seat & backrest

• Storage shelf

• Hand & foot control
• Twin pipeless jets
• Removable 4"
Aero•Cel™ pads

*on shelf only

• Satin Black powder
coating finish
• Plumbed or
unplumbed pedi spa

options
Wood Finishes*
International
Voltages

• CE marked

see pages 28-32 for options; see pages 36-39 for accessories
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Pedi Spa Tub*
plumbed version*
Two powerful pipeless jets with wand and
hose give you all the features of high end
pedi spas without compromise.

*unplumbed version
The Libra is also available in a unplumbed version for
installations where water & drain can't be connected. It
comes supplied with an electric drain pump & supply
hoses that attach conveniently to a sink with faucets..
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Clodagh Relaxation Lounge
Functional and beautiful, the Clodagh Relaxation Lounge
creates a statement and a relaxing guest experience.

• electric backrest & leg rest
with hand control
• built-in power outlet
on side shelf
• removable pads for
easy replacement

Shown here in Pure White
fabric, optional Cherry stain &
Side Console with accessories.

Optional Side Console
The perfect companion to the lounge, this
matching piece allows you to not use the
side table on the lounge and instead take
advantage of the built-in power strip in the
back of the console. The generous surface
area easily fits a lamp and items guests
would like to have at their side.

Power Strip in Side Console

Engraving Detail

Side Shelf

Can be installed without tools on either side of the
lounge or not at all. Features an electrical outlet.

table specifications key features
TOP

Electric,
32" W x 78" L
(81cm W x 198cm L)

• Electric top

TABLE HEIGHT

19" (48cm)

• Multi-function
hand control

WEIGHT CAPACITY

625 lbs. (284kg)

FABRIC

TerraTouch™

• CE marked

The Relaxation Lounge and Side
Console have matching details.

options

• Removable 4" (10cm)
Aero•Cel™ pads

Wood Finishes

• Side shelf with
electrical outlet

International
Voltages

Side Console

Multi-function
hand control
standard!

see pages 28-32 for options; see pages 36-39 for accessories
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Clodagh's clean lines combine with Oakworks® functionality to create this incredibly stylish addition to the treatment room. Versatile and compact, the
furniture-grade Clodagh Trolley features space for an 18 qt hot stone warmer, a drawer with a lowered work shelf, and a full sized hot towel cabi!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

drawer & pull out work shelf
built-in power strip
hot towel cabi ready storage area
unique slide open solid surface top
narrow profile & fold back doors
2" casters for easy relocation
your choice of wood finish

Slide Open Top

Top slides completely out of the way for access.
Shown in Ebony Mosaic.

Storage Drawer

Large drawer for
storage of commonly
needed items.

Shown here in Arctic White solid surface

top & Natural finish. Standard,
removable storage shelf shown in lower
section. Hot stone control access panel
shown open.

Work Shelf

Hot Towel Cabi Ready

Convenient pull out
work shelf can be
removed for cleaning.

Ginger Root

specifications
OVERALL DIMENSIONS
TOP SHELF
BOTTOM SHELF

Solid Surface Top Choices

24" W x 18" D x 34" H
(61cm W x 46cm D x 86cm H)
23.5" W x 14" D x 12.75" H
(60cm W x 36cm D x 32cm H)
23.5" W x 14" D x 12" H
(60cm W x 36cm D x 30cm H)

options

key features

• Electrical outlet

• 2" (5cm) casters
• 3 solid surface
top choices

• Drawer with pull
out work shelf

International
Voltages

• Fold back doors
• Choice of wood finish

see pages 36-39 for accessories
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Arctic White

Ebony Mosaic

The PerformaLift™ Series is the best choice when positioning the client is the most
important consideration. With its unique twin tower lift system, the table can be tilted
in either direction, creating a Zero Gravity Chair capability. The tilting function is also
helpful for many treatments.

•
•
•
•

Zero Gravity tilt feature
multi-function foot control
great accessibility around the table
quiet electric lift system

Shown here with Electric Salon top, Clay fabric &
optional Ebony lacquer, Universal Table Extender &
Adjustable Side Arm Rests.
see page 32
TOP & PADDING OPTIONS | 29" (74cm) or 31" (79cm) widths | 73" (185cm) length
Electric Salon

4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ standard,
6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

2 Electric Motors

HEIGHT RANGE

(with 4" Aero•Cel padding)

21"-37" (53-94cm) flat top,
22"-38" (56-97cm)

WEIGHT CAPACITY

550 lbs. (250kg)

FABRIC

TerraTouch™

™

backrest & salon tops

3" (8cm) Plush standard,
4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ 6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

3" (8cm) Plush standard,
4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ 6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

table specifications

LIFT SYSTEM

Flat

Lift-Assist Backrest

key features
• Zero gravity tilt

• Excellent accessibility

• Multi-function foot control

• cETLus listed

• Storage shelf

• CE marked

options
Wood Finishes

Casters

Hand Control

International
Voltages

see pages 28-32 for options; see pages 36-39 for accessories
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ZERO|GRAVITY

Shown here with Electric Salon
top, Clay fabric & optional
Ebony lacquer & Adjustable
Side Arm Rests.

electric lift system

This 2 motor system allows the table to be tilted in either
direction up to 15 degrees, perfect for creating the most
comfortable position or facilitating medi-spa treatments.
The multi-function foot control comes standard.

Casters
Heavy duty locking casters
are designed to allow the
table to be easily positioned
in a room, or wheeled down
a hallway.

Shown here with Lift-Assist Backrest top,
Seafoam fabric & Natural finish.
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The ProLuxe™ Series is the perfect choice when you are looking for great value and excellent functionality. This versatile hi-lo table
with its incredible range combined with our widest array of tops allows a wide variety of services to be offered.

•
•
•
•

17" (43cm) height range
largest choice of tops
multi-function foot control
all the comfort features
of our high end tables

Shown here with Electric Salon top, Pewter
fabric & optional Universal Table Extender
& Adjustable Side Arm Rests.

Multi-function foot
control standard!

see page 32
TOP & PADDING OPTIONS | 29" (74cm) or 31" (79cm) widths | 73" (185cm) length
Electric Salon

Lift-Assist Salon

4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ standard,
6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ standard,
6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

table specifications

LIFT SYSTEM

1 Electric Motor

HEIGHT RANGE
(with 4" Aero•Cel™ padding)

18"-35" (46-89cm) flat top,
21"-38" (53-97cm)

HEIGHT RANGE
(with optional shelves
& 4" Aero•Cel™ padding)

25”-36” (64-91cm) flat top
27”-39” (69-99cm) backrest top
27”-39” (69-99cm) salon top

WEIGHT CAPACITY

550 lbs. (250kg)

FABRIC

TerraTouch

backrest & salon tops

™

Lift-Assist Backrest

3" (8cm) Plush standard,
4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ 6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

Flat

3" (8cm) Plush standard,
4" (10cm) Aero•Cel™ 6" (15cm) Aero•Cel™

key features options
• Our largest height range
• Multi-function foot control
• Rigid twin steel beam design
• Widest range of top options
• cETLus listed
• CE marked

Hot Towel
Cabi Shelf

Power
Strip

Storage
Shelf

International
Voltages

Hand
Control

Casters

see pages 28-32 for options; see pages 36-39 for accessories
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Optional Hot Towel Cabi &
Storage Shelf give you the
functionality of a cabinet
model table!

Hot Towel Cabi Shelf (varies per top)

Flat Top - Fits up to 13” H x 19.75” W x 9” D
Backrest & Salon Tops - Fits up to 12” H x 19.75” W x 9” D

Optional
Hot Towel
Cabi Shelf

Large Storage Shelf (all tops)

Optional
Storage
Shelf

8.75” H x 19.75” W x 13” D

Shown here with Lift-Assist Backrest top,
Orchid fabric & optional Storage Shelf,
Hot Towel Cabi Shelf and Power Outlet.

Power Strip

Included with every Hot Towel Cabi Shelf allows
the user to plug everything in here, and have only
one cord to plug in to your power source.

Obstruction Free Positioning
ProLuxe shown here with accessories from Comphy.
™
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Optional Hot Towel Cabi shelf is recessed
for the seated comfort of the therapist.

Model 121A shown here with Clay fabric.

LIFT SYSTEM

2 Electric Motors

• Zero gravity tilt

• Full upright
chair position

HEIGHT RANGE

19"-35" (48-89cm)

• Multi-function foot control

• cETLus listed

WEIGHT CAPACITY

550 lbs. (250kg)

• Adjustable leg rest

FABRIC

TerraTouch™

• CE marked

• Powered backrest

• FDA listed
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Black

Beige

Cool White

Grey

Black Acrylic is also used for the
100 Series Base Model sub-top

Shown with optional
face rest crescent for
prone positioning.

Model 100 shown here with
Seafoam fabric.
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The Marina™ is the most comfortable wet table experience available. The 3” (8cm) plush padding with built in area for a hot water reservoir,
coupled with the Aqueduct™ drain and battery powered lift systems, ensures your clients are safe and comfortable through the whole experience.

•
•
•
•

battery powered lift with stainless steel & mahogany base
super comfortable top with recess for hot water warming source
Aqueduct™ system directs water & materials directly to drain
comes with wall mountable battery charger & extra battery

Shown here with Opal fabric, Wet drape
& Fomentek water bag (included).
®

Waterproof foot
control standard!

Battery
Charger

Aqueduct™

Comes with
battery charger
& extra battery.

Recessed design
captures 90% of the
water & materials, at
the same time offering
better ergonomincs
with easy on & off for
clients.

Beautiful, Tough Construction

Water Resistant
Face Rest System
Available

The powder coated stainless steel base
and FSC® certified mahogany accents with
waterproof finish are designed to take the
punishment of the busiest wet rooms.

table specifications

LIFT SYSTEM

1 Electric Motor/Battery

HEIGHT RANGE

25"-34" (64-86cm)

TOP

31" W x 72" L
(79cm W x 183cm L)

WEIGHT CAPACITY

400 lbs. (182kg)

FABRIC

TerraTouch™

key features
• Aqueduct™ system

• 3" (8cm) plush padding

• Waterproof foot control

• Wet drape

• Charger & extra battery
• FSC® certified mahogany wood

options
International
Voltages

• Fomentek® water bag
• Powder-coated stain
less steel construction
• CE marked

see pages 28-32 for options; see pages 36-39 for accessories
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The Seychelle is a great choice for outdoor areas that are protected from the
elements, or when a basic, no frills table will work well. The Seychelle is built
to the same high quality standards as our other spa tables and its knock
down design ships inexpensively.

• 3" (8cm) plush foam
• 31" (79cm) fixed height
• storage shelf
Wave
Backrest
Easily adjusts and
secures your backrest.

Shown here with Wave Backrest top,
Clay fabric & Standard Warm Maple
finish (available on Seychelle only).

Integrated
Accessory Outlets

For face rest or table extenders.

see page 32
TOP & PADDING OPTIONS | 27" (69cm) or 30" (76cm) widths | 72" (83cm) length
Flat

Wave Backrest

3" (8cm) Plush

3" (8cm) Plush

table specifications

key features

FIXED HEIGHT

31" (79cm)

• Ships partially assembled with hardware

WEIGHT CAPACITY

500 lbs. (227kg)

• Set up in minutes

FABRIC

TerraTouch™

• Warm Maple finish only
• Storage shelf

see pages 28-32 for options; see pages 36-39 for accessories
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Shown here with Flat top, Clay fabric &
Standard Warm Maple finish (available on
Seychelle only) with optional accessories.

Oakworks Slimline Trolley

Oakworks® Slimline Trolley is the perfect choice when space is at a premium. The small footprint and casters, along with the versatile design, insure you can get all of your
important items near you while you work. The high quality solid surface countertops, two drawers and a large adjustable shelf area make this the most versatile trolley in
our line.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

all hardwood construction, no particle board
top drawer integrated pull out work shelf
large bottom storage drawer
hot towel cabi ready storage area
built in power strip
2" (5cm) casters
choice of wood finishes and solid surfaces

Shown here in Artic White solid surface top & Natural finish.

Convenient pull out work shelf can be
removed for cleaning.

Solid Surface Top Choices

specifications
OVERALL DIMENSIONS

20" W x 17.5" D x 39.5" H
(51cm W x 44cm D x 100cm H)

TOP DRAWER

16.5" W x 12.5" D x 3" H
(42cm W x 32cm D x 8cm H)

SHELF AREA
BOTTOM DRAWER

Ginger Root

Arctic White

key features
• 3 solid surface
top choices

• Choice of wood finish

18.5" W x 16" D x 17.75" H
(47cm W x 41cm D x 46cm H)

• Electrical outlet

• 2” (5cm) casters

16.5" W x 12.5" D x 8.5" H
(42cm W x 32cm D x 22cm H)

• adjustable shelf

• hot towel cabi ready

Ebony Mosaic

options

International
Voltages

see pages 36-39 for accessories
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Versatile and compact, the Oakworks® Trolley is a piece of spa furniture that you won’t be able to do without. Even if you already have plenty of room,
the Oakworks® Trolley is a beautiful addition to the décor of your spa. With a unique sliding top and pull out work shelf, you can put all of your equipment
in one storage device, complete with a power strip, perfect for plugging in a hot stone warmer and hot towel cabi.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

drawer & pull out work shelf
built-in power strip
hot towel cabi ready storage area
unique split solid surface top
narrow profile & fold back doors
2" (5cm) casters for easy relocation
your choice of wood finish

Slide Open Top

Top slides completely out of the way for access.
Shown in Ebony Mosaic.

Storage Drawer

Large drawer for
storage of commonly
needed items.

Work Shelf

Shown here in Sierra Mist solid surface top &
Natural finish. Standard, removable storage
shelf shown in lower section. Hot stone control
access panel shown open.

Hot Towel Cabi Ready

Solid Surface Top Choices

Convenient pull out
work shelf can be
removed for cleaning.

specifications

Ginger Root

key features

options

• 3 solid surface
top choices

• Removable shelf in
lower cabinet

23.5" W x 14" D x 12.75" H
(60cm W x 36cm D x 32cm H)

• Electrical outlet

• Fits large hot stone heaters

23.5" W x 14" D x 12" H
(60cm W x 36cm D x 30cm H)

• 2" (5cm) casters

• Choice of wood finish

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

24" W x 18" D x 34" H
(61cm W x 46cm D x 86cm H)

TOP SHELF
BOTTOM SHELF

Arctic White

International
Voltages

see pages 36-39 for accessories
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Ebony Mosaic

hhhhh OAKWORKS
OAKWORKS
features
hhhhhh
features && options

®

Celesta® shown here with Flat top, Taupe
fabric & optional Walnut stain, Signature
Frame and Panel Grass Pattern Acrylic
doors, QuickLock™ face rest platform &
Boiance™ face rest crescent.

Mix & Match
to Perfection

Oakworks® offers you a broad range of features
and options to help you create the perfect match
for your needs. From functional requirements
like width, foam, and lift system to aesthetic
considerations like door styles, fabric colors, and
stains, Oakworks® makes it easy to create the
product that matches your vision of perfection!
Clinician™ Premiere shown here with Modern
Molding, Pure White fabric & optional 6"
Aero•Cel™ padding, Ebony stain, Signature
One Piece Ebony Mosaic Solid Surface doors &
Adjustable Side Arm Rests.
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Our doors are sliding doors because this design is the most functional. They are easy to open even when the table is
heavily draped and need less room than hinged doors in small rooms. More options available in our Custom Shop.

STANDARD CABINET DOORS

These beautiful door options are no extra charge on all cabinet models. They are available in a wide variety of stains & lacquers.

Frame and Panel Wood

Frame and Panel Frosted Acrylic

One Piece Slotted Wood

One Piece Frosted Acrylic

Natural finish shown

Natural finish shown

Natural finish shown

Walnut stain shown

SIGNATURE CABINET DOORS
If you are looking for something special, these options should fit the bill. Upgrade to Signature Doors from Standard Doors on any cabinet
model for an additional charge. Not available on Clodagh Gemini. Solid Surface not available in Frame and Panel style.

Grass Pattern Acrylic Leaf Pattern Acrylic
Available in one piece or frame and panel.

Ginger Root
Arctic White
Ebony Mosaic
Solid
Surface
Solid Surface
Solid Surface
Solid surface doors available in one piece only.

CABINET HARDWARE
Doors come standard with our
beautiful brushed nickel handles.

Tambour Cabinet Doors

Upgrade to our signature Tambour
cabinet doors, exclusively for the Celesta®.
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Fabric

TERRATOUCH™

Oakworks® exclusive, PVC-free, 100% polyurethane faced fabric features a durable cloth backing, creating the perfect combination
of suppleness and wear-ability.

Padding

Our padding systems are all multi-layered to create the perfect balance between comfort and longevity. High quality, high density
100% polyurethane foams ensure longevity. Salon tops feature super high density lower layers in the seating area for excellent
longevity. We do not use memory foams because these can cause ergonomic problems for therapists and do not enhance the
comfort in comparison to our designs.

4” (10cm) Aero•Cel™

Oakworks® exclusive system features the best combination of softness,
longevity and ergonomics for therapists.

6” (15cm) Aero•Cel™

When the ultimate in comfort is required, this is it. The same high quality
foams as in the 4” system, just softer. Note: does increase the height of
the tables by 2”.

3” (8cm) Plush

This lower cost system creates a good balance between comfort and longevity.
We strive to ensure that the colors displayed on our product imagery (online and in
print) are as accurate as possible. However, due to the limitations of printers, scanners,
computer monitors, and other equipment, the colors may not be accurate. In order to
receive an accurate representation of color, please contact us for a sample.
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STAINS & LACQUERS
Oakworks® offers a good selection of finishes to complement your room. Stains allow the natural grain of the wood to show through
and create depth. Lacquers are more opaque and have a more solid appearance. Upgrade to your choice for an additional charge.

Standard
Natural Finish

Optional Stains

Optional Lacquers

Cherry

Golden Oak

Cabernet

Ebony

Walnut

Ivory

Chocolate

Bone

We strive to ensure that the colors displayed on our product imagery (online and in print) are as accurate as possible. However, due to the limitations of printers, scanners,
computer monitors, and other equipment, the colors may not be accurate. In order to receive an accurate representation of color, please contact us for a sample.

Table Options

FULL FUNCTION CONTROLS

HOT TOWEL CABI READY

Every Oakworks® Spa table comes with a foot control that controls
all electric functions. These give you easy access to all functions
during a session; no more hunting for the hand control. But for
those that prefer a hand control, this is also available as an option.

Many models are designed to handle Taiji 12 (or equivalent)
and feature internal electrical outlets.

Multi-function foot control

Shown in Celesta

Multi-function hand control

Shown in Clinician

CASTERS
Available on PerformaLift™ & ProLuxe™ tables.

If you don't find exactly what you
are looking for, visit our "Custom
Shop" section on pages 33-35 for
more options & styles!
Casters shown on ProLuxe™
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Casters shown on PerformaLift™

ELECTRIC SALON TOP
Our patented design features a fully electric top with a
backrest designed to improve the ergonomics of therapists
while working seated. The seat section features our super high
density lower foam layer to prevent bottoming out and the
extra length in the seat ensures that every guest is comfortably
supported. The advanced linkage systems stabilize the top and
allow us to offer the auto adjusting arm rest system that stays
level throughout movement of the backrest.

LIFT-ASSIST SALON TOP
The same great features as the Electric Salon top, but without
the cost associated with powered tops. Powerful gas cylinders
help you lift the backrest and leg sections to an infinite number
of positions even while the client is on the table.

Leg rest adjustment

Backrest adjustment

LIFT-ASSIST BACKREST TOP
The backrest top with Lift-Assist is a great choice when the full
functionality of a salon top is wanted, but your budget demands
a compromise. Just use a bolster under the knees to create the
support you need. Adjustable Arm Rests are not compatible
with this design.

Backrest adjustment

WAVE BACKREST TOP
This low cost system offers 5 different positions and rock solid
support for your clients. Just lift the back slightly to move the
support arm to a different position. Available on the Clodagh
Virgo and Seychelle only.

FLAT TOP
The Flat top comes standard with round corners and is the
perfect choice for a room dedicated to massage and other
modalities that don’t require a semi-reclining position.
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OAKWORKS

®

create
Custom Shop

page 33

Not finding exactly what you want ?
Welcome to Oakworks® Custom Shop !
As a US manufacturer where
all our tables are built from
scratch, we have the ability to
create exactly what you want.
We welcome your creativity
and vision, and along with our
talented staff we are sure we can
make exactly what you need.
There are so many designs we
have built in the past and on
these pages we would like to
show you some.

Clinician™ Premiere shown here with
Electric Salon top, Modern molding,
Opal fabric & optional Ebony Lacquer with
fabric covered door panel inserts &
Adjustable Side Arm Rests.

FABRIC DOOR PANELS

h
So, browse and dream, and if
you want to talk to us about
creating a unique product,
just give us a call!

Send us the fabric of your
choice and we will install it in
your table's cabinet doors.
The options are endless and
can be easily interchanged.

Contact us

for more details!

Clinician™ Premiere shown here with Flat top,
Colonial molding, Coal fabric & Natural finish and
optional fabric covered door panel inserts.
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CHROMATHERAPY & SOFT WHITE LIGHTING
We can add Chromatherapy inside cabinets with translucent panels, under
some tables with cabinets so the light shines on the floor, and even on tables
with bead curtains. The lights can rotate through a rainbow of colors or you
can pick a particular color. We also have the option of a soft white light.

h

Chromatherapy on Clinician™ Premiere with Colonial molding, Cherry
stain, Frame and Panel Leaf Pattern Acrylic doors & Frame and
Panel Leaf Pattern Acrylic end panels.

Chromatherapy on Frosted Acrylic end
panel, custom silk screened skyline shown.
You could put your signature graphic here.

Clodagh Bead Curtain on
Clodagh Leo with Chromatherapy.

CLODAGH BEAD CURTAIN

Custom beaded curtain available on Clodagh Leo and
Clodagh Libra tables. Shown on Clodagh Leo

Soft Light option shown on Clinician™ Premiere with
Frosted Glass end panel and custom skyline.

CUSTOM LASER ENGRAVING

We can laser engrave your logo, graphic, or just about
anything onto any wooden part

CUSTOM STAIN MATCHING
Our standard selection of stains and lacquers is not extensive
because we know that there is a good chance you might want
to match your existing finishes. We can match most finishes if
you can supply a sample and have some time to go through
the process.

CUSTOM WOOD
This service gives you a lot of flexibility to really match
existing finishes or make a bold statement. Let us know what
you would like to consider and we will research the wood
and make suggestions. Woods must have certain structural
characteristics to be used in many parts of our tables as hard
maple is very strong and hard. Plywood elements are easiest as
most are not structural.

Lacewood

Zebrawood

Curly Maple

What Else?

These are just some of the ideas you might want to consider, and you may have many more such as
hardware, fabric & foam. If you are interested, just call us and we'll be happy to discuss your ideas!
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OAKWORKS

®

accessories

The perfect addition
for added comfort
and support!
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Available on salon tops only.

Adjustable Manicure
Arm Rests

Adjustable Side Arm Rests

QuickLock™ Face Rest Platform
& Boiance™ Face Rest Crescent

+
ADJUSTABLE SIDE ARM RESTS

These incredibly versatile and comfortable arm rests feature plush
padding and a wide range of positions. They always stay level,
regardless of the backrest angle. They rotate in and out for comfortable positioning and can be moved completely out of the way
to allow guests to get on and off the table easily. They also can be
lifted up out of the way, or completely removed. For Salon
tops only, may be ordered separately.

OR
ADJUSTABLE MANICURE ARM RESTS
With more versatility than the Adjustable version, these amazing
arm rests also feature a stainless steel soaking bowl, sliding work
surface and easily maintained surfaces to create a perfect balance
of guest comfort and technician ergonomics. For Salon tops only,
may be ordered separately.

BODY CURVE™
This deceivingly simple bolster is designed to perfectly support the
cervical spine and offer great accessibility to the neck for therapists.

UNIVERSAL TABLE EXTENDER
Perfect as a head rest, foot rest, or even lowered arm rest,
it has two dowels that fit into outlets on the table.

BOLSTERS
Oakworks® has a wide variety of bolsters to suit every purpose
and colors to match every table. Visit www.spatables.com for
more information.
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BOIANCE FLOAT

6 Water Spheres, the same ones used in the famous Boiance Face
Cradle Pillow, float the pillow and isolate it from the platform and
table. Just place the Float between your face rest pad and platform.

• Incredible freedom of movement in all directions
• Eliminate compression of the cervical spine
• Works with most major brands of face cradles
and pads
• Patent Pending Water Sphere Technology
• Just insert between cradle and pad!

LOWERED ARM REST SHELF BRACKET
& AROMATHERAPY SHELF
Create a visual and olfactory experience while supporting your
clients arms with our unique Aromatherapy Shelf (includes arm
shelf and stainless steel bowl). The Lowered Arm Rest Shelf
Bracket allows you to adjust the height of the support surface
to fit you clients when used with the Aromatherapy Shelf or
Universal Table Extender (sold separately). The bracket can
easily be removed when not in use.

WET BOLSTERS
BOIANCE™ FACE REST CRESCENT
This patented pad is the most comfortable on the market. And the
pad is everything! The unique design features water balls that float
the face and maximize natural circulation in the skin while minimizing
sinus pressure.

These inflatable PVC bolsters are
perfect for use with our Marina™
treatment table. Just inflate to the
desired height.

AERO•CEL™ FACE
REST CRESCENT
4” of super soft foam make this
popular crescent very comfortable.
Works with the QuickLock™ Face
Rest Platform.

“

The MOST comfortable face rest EVER!!! Before the Boiance™ I
could not put the words "comfortable" and "face rest" in the same
sentence. Not anymore. I began using it on my clients and now they
want to be prone the entire massage!!!

”

SUSAN SALVO, B.Ed., LMT, NTS, CI

SIDE LYING POSITIONING SYSTEM
Side lying is the preferred position for working with pregnant
women through most of their pregnancy. This system was
designed with leading pregnancy massage educators to safely
and comfortably support pregnant women throughout their
pregnancy. Also great for guests with back problems.

QUICKLOCK FACE REST PLATFORM
™

The industry favorite for 20 years, this super adjustable platform
securely locks in place at exactly the right position for every client.
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STOOLS
These durable, comfortable stools
support up to 300 lbs. and offer
simple pneumatic height adjustments.
Visit www.oakworks.com to
see our full line of stools.

Premium Stool

Professional Stool
with Saddle Seat

Premium Stool
with Backrest

Professional Stool
with Backrest

PREMIUM TABLE WARMER

PREMIUM POLY/COTTON SHEET SET

The super thick fleece with built in
warming element and digital control
creates the ultimate in comfort and
functionality.

Premium, 200 count poly/ cotton sheet set includes
fitted, flat and face rest cover. Available in Ivory.

TABLE & FACE REST FLEECE
Protects your table & face rest from
exposure to oil, it’s washable, and
provides your clients with warmth
and comfort.

PAPER ROLL HOLDER
This simple design is adjustable in length for different size
rolls and plugs into the outlet holes on our tables.

TABLE TOP CUSHIONS
Aero•Cel™ Table Top Cushion

Want to upgrade your table to the latest in comfort and great
ergonomics? These new pads allow you to make your table the
most comfortable one your clients will ever experience! Your
choice of 1” (2.5cm), 2” (5cm), or 3” (8cm) of super premium
Aero•Cel™ padding in a TerraTouch™ cover that matches your
table is only the start of the transformation of your table.

TABLE CART

Premium Heated 2" (5cm)
Aero•Cel™ Table Top Cushion
Take it to the next level with our Premium 2” Heated Aero•Cel
Table Top Cushion! Experience 2”of super premium Aero•Cel™
padding in a TerraTouch™ cover that comes installed with a heating
pad for the ultimate in comfort & relaxation.
™

A must have for taking
portable tables long
distances.

All Oakworks® upholstered accessories are
available in fabrics to match your table and
can be ordered at any time separately.
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OAKWORKS

®

Alliance™

portable tables & chairs
WOOD OR ALUMINUM

Shown here in Orchid
with optional face rest.

specifications

MAX. OPERATING WEIGHT

550 lbs. (250kg)

WEIGHT

32-38 lbs (15-17kg) wood
30-36 lbs (14-16kg) aluminum

HEIGHT RANGE

24”-34” (61-86cm)

WIDTHS

27” (69cm), 30” (76cm)

LENGTH

73” (185cm)

TOP

Backrest

PADDING (CFC FREE)

Semi-Firm, Plush, Firm

FABRIC (PVC FREE)

TerraTouch™
choose from over 20 colors!

STANDARD

Ultimate Access End Panel,
Shiatsu Cables - (wood only)
QuickLock™ Face Rest Platform,
Arm Hammock, Face Rests

ACCESSORIES

Bold - Standard • Italic - Optional, Additional Charge

The Alliance™ is the perfect in room
service table to deliver everything from
massage to facials.

Shown here in Ruby
with optional face rest.

Nova™

specifications

Shown here in Espresso
with optional face rest.

MAX. OPERATING WEIGHT

550 lbs. (250kg)

WEIGHT

29-36 lbs (13-16kg)

HEIGHT RANGES

18”-26” (46-66cm), 22”-30”, (56-76cm)
24”-34” (61-86cm) , 26”-36” (66-92cm)

WIDTHS

27” (69cm), 29” (74cm), 31” (79cm), 33” (84cm)

LENGTH

73” (185cm)

TOPS

Rectangular, Round Corner

PADDING (CFC FREE)

Plush, Aero•Cel™ , Semi-Firm, Firm

FABRIC (PVC FREE)

TerraTouch™ choose from over 20 colors!

STANDARD

Ultimate Access End Panel, Shiatsu Cables

ACCESSORIES

Wooden Portable Arm Rest, QuickLock™ Face Rest Platform,
Face Rests

(Rounded Corners not available on 33” width)

Bold - Standard • Italic - Optional, Additional Charge

The Nova™, our flagship portable table, is
perfect for massage outside of the spa and is
available in a wide range of configurations.
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Wellspring™

specifications
MAX. OPERATING WEIGHT

550 lbs. (250kg)

WEIGHT

25-30 lbs (11-14kg)

HEIGHT RANGES

17”-26” (43-66cm), 22”-31” (56-79cm),
24”-34” (61-86cm)

The Wellspring™ is our
best portable for use
in protected, outdoor
environments.

Shown here in Sapphire
with optional face rest.

Portal Pro ®

specifications

MAX. OPERATING WEIGHT

350 lbs. (159kg)

WEIGHT

19 lbs (9kg)

FABRIC (PVC FREE)

TerraTouch™
choose from over 20 colors!

STANDARD

Carry Case with strap,
Instructional DVD

FRAME

Black Powder-Coated
Aluminum Frame

ACCESSORIES

Sternum Pad

WIDTHS

27” (69cm), 29” (74cm), 31” (79cm)

LENGTH

73” (185cm)

TOPS

Rectangular, Rounded Corners

PADDING (CFC FREE)

Semi-Firm, Aero•Cel, Plush, Firm

FABRIC (PVC FREE)

TerraTouch™
choose from over 20 colors!

STANDARD

Ultimate Access Ends

ACCESSORIES

QuickLock™ Face Rest Platform, Arm
Hammock, Face Rests

Bold - Standard • Italic - Optional, Additional Charge

The Portal Pro® is
the perfect choice
for seated massage
in common areas.

Bold - Standard • Italic - Optional, Additional Charge

ProLuxe™ Convertible

Shown here in Ocean
with optional face rest.
Patent Pending

MAX. OPERATING WEIGHT
		
		
CONVERTIBLE BASE WEIGHT
TOP		
		

Portable table sold separately.
ProLuxe™ Convertible works with all
portable tables that can be laid flat.

specifications

Lifting Capacity 550 lbs. (250kg)
Working Weight is defined by the table
that is mounted to the unit.
115 lbs. (52kg)
your wooden portable table;
rectangular, round corner, backrest

WIDTH		

fits portable tables 27”-33” (69-84cm) wide

HEIGHT RANGES

20”-36” (51-92cm)

• use the portable table you already have
• converts in less than a minute
• powerful electric height
adjustment from 20”-36” (51-92cm)
• choice of hand or foot control
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table reference guide

TABLE SPECIFICATIONS

•

Hot Towel Cabi ReadyD

•

Electrical Outlet

•

•

25-37

•

•

•D

•

25-35

•

•

•D

•

20-36

•

•

•

•D

•

25-33

•

•

•E

•

25-37

•

•D

•

25-35

•

24-34

Storage Shelf

•

Storage Cabinet

•

Height Range (in inches)

•

Foot Control

73

Zero Gravity Positioning

•

Fixed Height

•

BASE

Adjustable Lift

•

Manual/Hydraulic Lift

Electric Lift

73

3" Plush A

6" Aero•Cel™

Electric/Hydraulic Lift

LIFT SYSTEM

4" Aero•Cel™

Length (in inches)

Width (in inches)

Flat

Manual Wave Backrest

PADDING

Lift Assist Backrest

Electric Backrest

Lift Assist Salon

Electric Salon

TABLE TOPS

Table Name
Celesta® Series

•H

•

Clinician™
Premiere

•

•

Clinician™
Series

•

Clodagh Libra

•
•

Clodagh
Gemini

•

Clodagh Leo

•

•

100 Series
Chair

•

•

ProLuxe™
Series

•

31
29,
31

•

•

•

•

•

Marina™

•

Seychelle

•

•

73

•

77

•

73

•

•

73

•

•

73

•

•

32

78

•

27

74

•

73

•

•

73

•

•

72

•

72

•

29,
31
31

•

•

29,

29,

•

PerformaLift™
Series

31

30

Clodagh Virgo
Clodagh
Lounge

•

29,

29,
31

29,
31
29,
31
31
27,
30

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•D

•

19

•

•

•

19-35

•

•

•

•

21-37B
22-38C

•

•

•

18-35B
21-38C

•

•

25-34

•

31

•

•

•

•

Desired options & features must be ordered at time of table purchase. Accessories may be ordered at any time.
A

B

3" Plush padding available on flat tops & backrest tops only. Not
available on Salon tops.
Flat Top

C

Backrest & Salon Tops

D

Fits 17.9" W x 12.6" D x 11.4" H - Hot Towel Cabi.

E

Fits 11.75" W x 11.75" D x 9" H - Hot Towel Cabi ONLY.
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FEATURES & ACCESSORIES
• = AVAILABLE

Lowered Arm Rest Shelf Bracket

Aromatherapy Shelf

•

•

•

•

•

Clinician™
Premiere

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Clinician™
Series

•

•

•G

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Shipping:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

®

Clodagh Libra
Clodagh
Gemini

•

Clodagh Leo

•

Clodagh Virgo

•

Clodagh
Lounge

•

100 Series
Chair
PerformaLift™
Series

•

ProLuxe™
Series
Marina™

•

Paper Roll Holder

QuickLock™ Face Rest Platform

•

Table Name

Universal Table Extender

•

Manicure Arm RestsF
•

Casters

•

Hand Control

•

Powder Coating Options

•

Door Designs

Celesta
Series

Oakworks® is capable of quickly turning
around orders of any size. Please talk to
your sales representative or call to find
out how quickly we can fill your order.

Wood Finishes

Face Rest Crescents

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES
Adjustable Side Arm RestsF

OTHER FEATURES

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Seychelle

How to order:
Oakworks® products are sold worldwide.
Please contact us at 717.235.6807 for
more information.

Lead times on orders:

Oakworks® has a wide variety of
shipping options available to meet your
needs anywhere in the world. All
products are shipped FOB Oakworks®,
New Freedom, Pennsylvania, USA.
The information, specifications, marks and images
in this catalog are based on the latest information
available at the time of printing. Oakworks® reserves
the right to change the information within at any
time without notice. Oakworks® is not responsible for
errors in spelling, punctuation or color matching in the
printing of this catalog.

•
•

Desired options & features must be ordered at time of table purchase. Accessories may be ordered at any time.
F

Compatible with salon tops and Libra only.

G

Available on applicable models only.
(Clinician Series w/ Electric/Hydraulic lift system)
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H

Available in 31" width only.

The Professional's Choice

HEAVENLY SPA, WESTIN NUSA DUA
Heavenly Spa, Westin NUSA DUA

Lake Arrowhead Resort and

Woodlock Spa & Resort

Canyon Ranch

Mukul Spa

Spa,CA

Isleta Casino and Resort

Sofitel Hotels

LeParker Meridian Palm Springs

Grand Sierra Resort and Casino

Sheraton Hotels - worldwide

Devil’s Thumb Ranch

Shangri-La Hotels

Westin Resorts - worldwide

Hotel Europe

Aveda - worldwide

The Breakers Spa

Omni Hotels

Le Meridien - worldwide

CNY Fertility Centers

Armani Spas

Starwood Properties - worldwide

Ponte Vedra Inn and Club

Sparkling Hill Resort

Kohler Water Spas

Ritz Carlton - worldwide

Pura Vida Fitness Spa

Kiawah Island Golf Resort

The Montcalm

Bliss Spas

Key Lime Cove Resort and Spa

Fusion Medical Spa

Hilton - worldwide

Hyatt Regency Islandia

Fontana Spa at the Abbey Resort

Hiatus Spa

Four Seasons - worldwide

ANU Medical Spas

Toscana Country Club

ESPA - worldwide

Myriiam Peninsula Hong Kong

Orient Express Hotels

Mount Washington Resort

The Palace at the Old Town Hotel

Radisson Hotels - worldwide

Zhen Reflections

Regent Seven Seas Cruises

Grand Heritage Doha Hotel and Spa

St. Regis Hotels

Pure Urban Spa

Eden Roc Resort and Spa

Resorts World at Sentosa

Peninsula Hotels

One and Only Spas

Banyon Tree Resorts - worldwide

Dana Farber Cancer Institute

The Spa at The Hotel Hershey

Hyatt - worldwide

Massage Height Franchise Group

Borgata Hotel Casino & Spa

Acqualina Resort

Intercontinental Hotels

Hand and Stone Franchise Group

Tiara Palm

Marriott Hotels - worldwide

Hollywood Renaissance

Woodhouse Spas

Waldorf Astoria

Spa Euphoria

Equinox Fitness Clubs

Phulay Bay

Hotel Leela Group

Singer Island Spa

Lifetime Fitness

Bardessono Inn and Spa

ITC Hotels

Lakeway Inn

Spa at the Palms

O Spa at Franco’s

Venetian Macau
and many more...

CORPORATE SPONSOR
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